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shown actual size

#TR-Eng-P
trigger plate
$12.99

#TR-Kent-HB
high bar trigger
$25.00

Made in the U.S.A.

High and low bar Kentucky trigger assemblies:
The scroll back trigger has a wide curled face. High or low bar. The
trigger is pinned through the plate. The triggerplate is .372” wide by
.187” thick, plenty of material to accept a tang bolt.
#TR-Kent-HB high bar trigger assembly, 4.56” plate only $25.00
#TR-Kent-LB low bar trigger assembly, 5” plate
only $25.00

#TR-Kent-LB
low bar trigger
$25.00

English Sporting Rifle Triggers
#TR-Gibbs-P
trigger plate
$12.99

Gibbs - Medford English Sporting & Target Rifle trigger and plate:
This shorter variation of our English trigger and plate has a high pivot
point for best trigger release, and a pointed finial that is easy to inlet.
Modeled after an original antique Gibbs - Medford sporting rifle trigger
and plate, these wax cast steel parts are easy to file, fit, polish, and
assemble.
The large boss may be drilled and tapped for a tang screw from above,
and the triggerguard’s threaded stub, below.
This trigger and plate is a correct match to our English “bar” locks and
square bolster breech plugs shown elsewhere in this catalog. Using our
English style parts, you can build a percussion halfstock sporting rifle,
target rifle, or smoothbore fowling gun.
#TR-Gibbs-T
trigger only, wax cast steel
only $ 7.99
#TR-Gibbs-P
trigger plate, slotted
only $12.99

English Sporting Rifle trigger and trigger plate:
From a fine London Sporting Rifle, this trigger
and plate is ideal for your halfstock sporting rifle, or
single barrel fowling gun.
The high pivot point gives maximum leverage,
for minimum trigger release. This trigger is as light,
smooth, and crisp as most set triggers.
The trigger is about .070” thick, and the slot is
only .060” width, so it is necessary to thin the trigger,
#TR-Eng-T
or enlarge the slot. Use a small screw with a smooth
trigger
shank, such as our small Siler bridle screw, as a pivot.
$ 7.99
The trigger plate has a round boss, which may
be drilled to accept a tang screw from above, and a
threaded triggerguard stub from below.
We recommend our #TG-Eng-1 triggerguard, but any triggerguard with a
threaded front boss can be attached. To ease casting, the three leaf petals at the
front have been filled in the mold. Two ”V” notches must be filed to restore the correct fleur-de-lis shape.
A thin wire return spring may be added, but is usually not necessary, since the
lock’s sear spring returns the trigger, if it is fitted snug against the sear.
#TR-Eng-T
trigger only, wax cast steel
$ 7.99
#TR-Eng-P
trigger plate, slotted, wax cast steel
$12.99

#TR-Fowl-MH-P
trigger plate
$6.99

#TR-Gibbs-T
trigger
$7.99
#TR-Fowl-MH-T
trigger
$6.99
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English Fowling Gun trigger and plate:
The trigger is attractively styled with a curl at the lip, scrolled back
and wide trigger face, for an early English flint fowling gun. The high
pivot point will give good leverage for easy trigger release.
#TR-Fowl-MH-T
trigger, wax cast steel
only $6.99
#TR-Fowl-MH-P
trigger plate, wax cast brass only $6.99

